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Time : 3 Hoursl lTotal Marks : 100

Attempt all five questions. Each question carries
equal marks. Assume any data if necessaly.

Use of calculator is permitted.

Note : ( l)

Attempt any four parts in this question :

(a) Differentiate between reproducibility and repeatability.

(b) Explain how the measurement of phase and
frequency is done by Lissajous patternr

(c) List out various sources of error in measurement
of true values, q

(d) Differentiate between active and passive
transducers.

(e) Explain the errors in Wattmeter and Energy meter.

O Differentiate between polar type and co-ordinate
type AC potentiometer.
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2 Attempt any four parts in this question :

(a) Define and explain absolute and secondary
instruments.

(b) Explain why luminous spot appears over the
sgreen of CRO,"

(c) Explain why Maxwell's inductance-capacitance
bridge is useful for measurement of inductance of
coils having quality factor between I and 10"

(d) What are the standards for the measurement of
frequency ?

(e) Compare the measuring accuracy of a Wheatstone
bridge with the accuracy of an ordinary
ohmmeter"

(0 What is the specialty of a dual beam CRO ?

3 Attempt any two parts in this question .

(a) With the help of a neat diagram, describe the
construction and working of a ballistic
galvanometer. Prove that in a ballistic
galvanomeler, the charge is proportional to first
swing of the moving coil.

(b) Wth the help of a neat diagram, discuss the
construction and working of an unshunted
fluxmeter. Prove that the flux is proportional to
the deflection of the fluxmeter.

(c) Explain the three phase power measurement by
two wattmeter method-
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Attempt any two parts in this question :

(a) Wth the help of block diagram, explain the
theorylof a spectrum analyzer. Also list its
common applications.

(b) What are Hetrodyne Wave Analyzers ? Explain
the theoqBof a RF Hetrodyne wave analyzer for
0-20 MIIZ RF rangen

(c) Explain the working of a function generator in
detail using blocks, relations and waveforms.

Attempt any two parts in this question :

(a) Explain the principle of working of thermocouple
instruments. Derive the expression for deflection
for a rotary tlpe electrostatic instrument if it is
spring controlled.

(b) Explain why electrodynamometer type of
instrumeuts can be used both on a.c. and d.c. A
50 volt range spring controlled, electrodynamic
voltmeter having I square law scale response
takes 0.05 A on d.c. for full scale deflection of
90o. The control constant is 0.5x106 N-m/degree
and the initial mutual inductance of the instrument
is 0.25 H. Find the true potential difference
across the instrurnent when it reads 50 V at
50 IIz.

(c) Discuss the working of Hay's bridge for
measurement of inductance. Derive the equations for
balance. Why is this bridge suited for measurement
of inductance of high Q coils ?.
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